
Color Workflow Advantages Using FireFly 
From On-set through Dailies to Post Production 

The Right Toolset for Each Workflow Stage 
FireFly Cinema solutions—FirePlay, FireDay and FirePost—provide an integrated and 
production-wide approach to managing color workflows with the confidence of secure media and 
color metadata starting on-set, through dailies and post production. No other solution on the market 
provides the unique software and tools tuned for each stage of a production. Plus, FireFly software 
all shares the same database and metadata structure so can work perfectly in concert for larger 
production teams and distributed workflows. 
 
FirePlay is a free, high quality on-set playback and previewing tool that can handle almost any 
camera format and provides simple professional color grading. It’s the starting point of the powerful 
FireFly set-to-finishing workflow. Customers who upgrade to FirePlay Live by purchasing the Live 
Grading Option see color decisions on a professional monitoring setup. Color grading settings are 
sent automatically to an external LUT box which provides real-time previews on a calibrated monitor. 
FireFly supports the most popular LUT hardware, including wireless and USB support for Teradek 
COLR and FSI devices. 
 
FireDay is  a high quality digital dailies management tool that handles any camera format; provides 
live previews of results; provides simple, powerful professional color grading; manages all sync, 
backup, versioning and rendering; and generates helpful color metadata throughout the workflow. 
 
FirePost is for colorists working in finishing suites and color laboratories, who need a powerful 
coloring tool that offers unlimited creative primary and secondary grading, great-looking color effects, 
wide compatibility, managed rendering and collaborative workflow support for larger teams. 

 



 

Scalability and Economy for Production Teams 
By offering the right toolset for each stage, FireFly software can be deployed based on the needs of 
any production. Need another viewing station? Add it with FirePlay for free. Need to set up a dailies 
system for a remote shoot location? Do it without having to worry about the costs or complexity and 
with the confidence they will all work together. 
 
FireFly solutions can run as simply as on a single MacBook Pro or as shared workgroup across 
multiple MacBooks or Mac Pro desktop machines. Processing can even can be deployed across 
compatible LINUX render clusters to generate multiple versions in all needed formats 
simultaneously. With a software solution tuned for each stage and flexibility of hardware platforms, 
FireFly can scale with the performance and budget requirements of the production. 

Managing “Look” Across the Entire Workflow 
FireFly software shares the same metadata structure so can work perfectly in concert for larger 
production teams and distributed workflows. This is particularly significant in managing the color 
“look”, color corrections and camera variants that are so common in modern productions. 
 
For example, starting on the set the DP may use FireDay to “LiveGrade” color adjustments which 
can be associated with a specific camera or look and carried as parametric metadata across the 
production and workflow. This metadata is available to FirePlay when viewing footage and ultimately 
FirePost when the program receives its final grading. Because these setups are parametric, all 
footage from a given camera can be automatically associated with the look established on set or 
changed across the entire production by substituting a different setup. 
 
This capability is not solely captured in a LUT or series of LUTs but also can contain the specific 
adjustment parameters utilized within the powerful and artistic color grading capabilities available 
across the entire the FireFly product solution. 

Data/Metadata Integrity and Security 
In addition to the workflow tools to manage color and “look” across an entire production and 
workgroup, FireFly software provides secure method of duplicating and protecting the integrity of all 
its media and color metadata. 
 
The FireFly solution can be setup to make a quick local clone of a production shuttle drive  on set 
and simultaneously copy it remotely through the Internet using Aspera or Google for other production 
and post production teams. These cloned copies are carefully verified using MD5, XXHash and 



 

bit-to-bit algorithms to ensure every copy perfectly preserves the data, metadata and look intent 
captured on set. 
 
FireFly solutions provide the means to generate multiple versions as needed for postproduction 
using a node-based render tree which makes designating all the versions fast and simple. Even after 
a project has been started, newly imported media, or media updated with a new color look or synced 
to a different audio file will be appended again to the output processing queue so the updates will 
generate all designated outputs (and the designated cloned backups) for the entire production team. 
 
FireFly software—FirePlay, FireDay and FirePost—represent a unique and deliberate approach to 
managing color workflows for production workgroups starting on-set, through dailies and post 
production with simple, powerful and artistic tools and the confidence of secure media and metadata 
backups. 


